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Microsoft Office
applications. Accent is a
password recovery tool
that comes with a six-
month trial period. For
those seeking a more

immediate solution you
may wish to download

the WindowsÂ .The
present invention

generally relates to
electronic packaging,

and more specifically to
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a low cost, high-
throughput, automated

pick and place device for
positioning an electronic
device on a substrate.
Semiconductor devices

are typically
manufactured in

batches, referred to as a
xe2x80x9cmicrobatchxe

2x80x9d. The
microbatch typically

includes 10-20, 100-200,
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or more, individual
semiconductor devices,

each semiconductor
device being shaped as
an integrated circuit (IC)

die. The die may be
placed on a substrate,
such as a lead frame,

card or other packaging
substrate. The die may

be attached to the
substrate by, for

example,
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thermocompression,
thermosonic or

ultrasonic bonding.
Placement of the die on
the substrate is typically
performed by a pick and

place apparatus. An
operator connects the

substrate to the pick and
place apparatus and

positions the die on the
substrate. The operator
typically uses a human
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eye or a video camera,
or a video camera

coupled to a CCD sensor,
to monitor the

placement of the die on
the substrate. Once the
die is positioned on the
substrate, the pick and

place apparatus releases
the die from the

substrate. The pick and
place apparatus then

picks up the die to
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position the next die on
the substrate. During
operation, many pick

and place apparatuses
use a vacuum-based
robot arm to pick and
place the die onto the

substrate. The vacuum-
based robot arm

typically has three
degrees of freedom,
including x, y and z

directions, and can be
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adjusted to position the
die on any portion of the
substrate. Unfortunately,
the vacuum-based robot

arm is relatively
expensive and requires
an operator to control
the robot arm and the

travel of the robot arm.
Moreover, because of
the cost, the pick and
place apparatuses are
typically limited to a
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small number of die that
can be placed on a
substrate. This also

limits the performance of
a microbatch.

Accordingly, an
inexpensive, high-

throughput pick and
place apparatus is

desired for
manufacturing

semiconductor devices.
In accordance with one
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embodiment of the
present invention, a pick

and place device is
provided. The pick and

place device 6d1f23a050
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